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PURPOSE
To establish an orderly protocol for transitions in patient care

PERSONS INVOLVED
Residents, Faculty, Program Director, and Night Float TEC.

PROCEDURES
Every day of the year, there will be a formal hand-off process between the day teams and the night team. This
process will start at 6am in the morning and anytime after 6pm in the evening.
General Surgery and Specialty Services
Monday – Friday: The sign out process between the daytime resident teams and night float teams will

take place each day between 6:00 am –7:00 am, and 6:00 pm –7:00 pm on weekdays. Tasks and issues
to be signed out to the night team must be reviewed with the senior resident prior to signing out.
Senior residents should ensure that tasks left for the night service are appropriate and all predictable
major issues have been highlighted including action plans. The floor and consult pagers for the
primary services will be signed out to the covering night float intern.
Saturday – Sunday, Holidays: On weekends and holidays, the morning sign out process from the night

float team to the weekend rounding residents from the primary team will take place between 6:00 am –
7:00 am Saturday morning. The weekend/holiday rounding residents will complete all rounding and
patient care activities then sign out to the Saturday coverage team. The Saturday coverage team will
sign back out to the weekend/holiday rounding residents for the primary services between 6:00 am7:00 am Sunday morning. The weekend rounding residents will complete all rounding and patient care
activities then sign out to the Sunday coverage team. The Sunday day coverage team will sign out to
the night float team between 6:00 pm-7:00 pm Sunday evening.
Residents are generally required to be physically present for the sign-out process. Handoffs should occur in a
separate quiet space. For night time and morning sign-out at Northwestern Memorial Hospital the sign out
process will occur in the Surgical Resident Library, Feinberg 6-275. Residents must sign out patients to the
night float residents before they are free to leave for the day. Surgical ICU sign-out occurs in the SICU. At
Lurie Children’s Hospital, the sign out process will occur at the 21st floor conference room. At the VA Hospital
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the sign out process will occur in Room 4637 on 4E. At MacNeal Hospital the sign out process will occur in
Room 4-2 on unit 42 south.
Transitions in level of care
In addition to hands-offs between night and day teams, a formal hand-off process will occur when patients are
transitioning between the operating room and ICU as well as between the ICU and floor. On arrival to the ICU
the operative residents must directly communicate pertinent sign out information to either the intern receiving
the patient, the PGY2 in the SICU or the critical care fellow. Sign out information must include at a minimum
attending surgeon responsible, operation, current monitoring/access, airway/ventilator plan, any operative
issues, and potential issues to watch for based on operative findings.
When a patient transitions from the ICU to the floor, it is the responsibility of the resident directly caring for the
patient to contact the receiving team to provide sign out.
Training
Residents should utilize the I-PASS BATON framework for hand-offs. No resident is permitted to participate in
sign-out until they have completed formal hand-off training and have been assessed and approved to sign-out by
an attending. This training and assessment occurs during intern boot camp. Actions discussed at sign-out must
be reviewed by a senior resident for appropriateness.
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